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A Method of Compliance Control of
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A compliance control method of redundant manipulators is presented. This method is based

on the new stiffness model, which allows to modulate accurate joint stiffness of realizing the end

effector stillness to be varied with task requirements. A control model is developed and

implemented by the proposed method in a three degree of freedom planar redundant manipula

tor. Also its effectiveness is validated.
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1. Introduction

In robot manipulators interacting with the

environment, the capability of compliance control

is prerequisite. Up to now, though a lot of

approaches have been proposed, the compliance

control can be classified into two main cate

gories: the hybrid position/force control (Raiber

t, et. al., 1981) and the impedance control (Hogan,

1985). In this paper. we address the stiffness

control regarded as one of the impedance control

schemes, especially that of redundant manipula

tors.

The stiffness control originates from Salisbury

(1980). In the case of redundant manipulators,

this controller has a limitation in that the null

space motion is left uncontrolled. The end effector

can, however. be stationary in unconstrained

situation if joint friction is large enough to keep

the null space motion from drifting and dynamic

disturbances are assumed to be negligible. On the

contary, if the stiffness controlled manipulator
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contacts with the environment exerting the static

force at the end effector. the manipulator cannot

preserve its configuration any more and will

collapse. The static force generates some distur

bance torque, which in turn makes the joint

configuration unstable.

There have been a lot of investigations concern

ing the stiffness control of redundant manipula

tors (Kaneko, et. al., 1988; Kim, et. al., 1992;

Yok oi. et. al., 1992), and they provide their own

methods of specifying the joint stiffness corre

sponding to the given taskspace stillness. How

ever. these methods are basically derived from the

stiffness model of Salisbury (1980), that is, the

congruence mappi ng of stiffnesses (Strang, 1988).

In this model, there is no consideration on the

effect of the static force. According to Yi et. al.,

(1991) the stillness characteristics at the joint

depend on the direction of end effector force and

manipulator configuration, and Mussa-Ivaldi and

Hogan(1991) derived a stiffness model consider

ing the effect of static force although they did not

deal with the stillness specification at the task

space. Their investigations suggest that the previ

ous model might not be sufficient to describe the

stiffness relation, and the effect of static force be

requi red to be included in the model.

In this paper, we present a new stiffness model

derived from static force equilibrium. In this
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torque t > [[I'" [nF necessary to apply an end

effector force 1= [j1'''/vF according to the static

relation

Also, it has been found useful to be able to

superimpose bias force on the stiffness behavior

(Salisbury, 1980) and thus, we suppose that the

manipulator be at static equilibrium with its bias

force 10, where we have Xo= F ((fo) and [0=][

(ljo) 10' Now, if the manipulator is det1ected by dx

and going to increase the exerting force by df as

illustrated in Fig. L the manipulator should move

to another static equilibrium at the changed con

figuration (fo+ dq with the changed force I and

torque [ such as

model, the effect of static force is introduced in
terms of equivalent stiffness, called induced stiff

ness obtained from configuration change and
force (1 SOC), and the accurate relationship

between force and deflection is represented. The

model suggests what torque should be imposed to

realize the desired stiffness and restoring force at

the end effector. Conversely, the model makes it

possible to evaluate the resultant joint stiffness.

Based on the developed stiffness model, we pro

pose a stiffness control scheme, called orthogonal
stiffness decomposition control (OSDC). OSDC

is implemented in a three-degree of freedom

planar redundant manipulator adopting the ten

don driven method and its effectiveness is con

firmed by conducting several experiments.

t> jJ(q)1

t > jJ((fo+ dq) I

(3)

(4)

2. Stiffness Modeling Also, the definition of stiffness provides us with

the following auxiliary stiffness relations.

from configuration to end effector position, where

FEm N is a vector function assumed to be twice

differentiable in the entire workspace. The differ

ential transformation from joint displacement to

end effector displacement is

ely; = ] q ( Ij) dq (2)

where ],,(q)=(JF(q)/(JqE'i'RNxn is the Jacobian

of the manipulator. Assuming the frictional and

dynamic forces are compensated for or small

enough to be neglected, we can compute the joint

In this section, we will establish the stiffness

model describing the relations among taskspace

stiffness, joint stiffness and static force. Kinematic

redundancy is usually used to indicate the excess

of actively controlled dof at the joint space with

respect to that of the tasks pace. Here, the task

space kinematics is described by an N -dimen

sional position vector x = [XI'" XN F that specifies

the location of the end effector with respect to an

absolute coordinate frame. The manipulator con

figuration is fully described by an n-dimensional

vector of generalized coordinates (/=[(/I'''(/n]''

Redundancy is expressed by the inequality N.s;; n.
The forward kinematics in a manipulator can be

represented with a vector map

(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)

dt > - K"dq

dt> -Kxdy;

r> [0 +K q i.q«- q)

1=10 +K x CtO - x)

Fig. 1 Model of redundant manipulator

where KqE':R n x lI and KxE'iJ\NXN are the stiffnesses

at joint and taskspace, respectively. Differentiat

ing Eqs. (5) and (6), we get

The Jacobian matrix at the righthand side of Eq.

(4) can be expanded using Taylor series such as

( I )x=F(Ij)
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- [Kq+d(qo, f)]dq=],;(qo)df (16)

Assuming that Det [J{q +d ({fo, f) ] =1=0 and invert

ing the premultiplying term of dq yields

dx = -Jq (qo)[K, +d (qo, f)]-lll((jo) df
,;;' --K; 1df (17)

Therefore, the taskspace stiffness K; is written

ll(qo+ dq) ~ll(qo) -t- ()f~~/l9J dq (9)

Substituting Eq. (9) into the righthand side of

Eq (4) yields the result

J[(qo+ dq) f

=II (qo) f +JJ T,[ (iJ.r!ldqf (10)
aq

In addition, the last term in the righthand side of

Eq. (10) is rearranged as

K, = {jq(qo) [I<.q
+d(qa, f)]-l!l(qol}-l ( 18)

(II)all ((ju) i f .~ ( ')---:0---(. q = LJ q'b J dq
oq

where the ith row and the jth column of d i.q, f)

is obtained as follows:

Finally, assuming G (q) is the joint torque equiv

alent to the gravity force acting on the links of the

manipulator, Eqs. (15) and (18) will be changed

to

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13), we get the

result

_ N a2Fka(q, f) u.n - ;;1 aq,aq/k (12)

Using Eqs. (7), (8) and (II), Eq, (4) will be

- Ksda = J[(qo) df +d (qo, f) dq (13)

and the chain rule gives us

Kq=J,;(qo) K,Jq (qo) --d(qo, f) (15)

The above Eq. (15) describes how to specify the

joint stiffness to realize the desired taskspace

stiffness Ks: According to the conventional

approaches (Salisbury, 1980) there is no consid

eration of d (qo, f) and the joint stiffness is just

determined by the congruence transformation of

K x d (q'h f) is termed as the induced stiffness

obtained from configuration change and force

(ISOC) in this paper, and it is a function of the

exerting force and the configuration of the manip

ulator. Here, note that the exerting force f is the

summation of bias force fo and incremental force

df caused by the takspace stiffness. If fo=' 0 an ~

df is negligible, Eq. (15) comes to the conven

tional stiffness model (Salisbury, 1980). How

ever, as long as the manipulator is desired to exert

the controlled force in the reasonable range of

motion, lSOC may not be ignored.

Conversely, let us derive the resultant tasksace

stiffness for the given joint stiffness K; and end

effector force f. Eq. (13) can be reformulated as

follows:

where j~ denotes the gravity force, and d g ( • , .)

is lSOC induced by the gravity force such as

(19)

(20)

(21)

(23)

Kq=J[(qo) KxJq (qo) -d(qo, f)

- d g (qo, fi/)

K,= {jq (qo) [Kq+d (qo, f)

+d g ({f'h fg) J-Jn(qo) }-l

K x ~" {jq ((fa) Ki1J[((!o) }_.J

d q (qo, ('I) =_IiQ).(jol_
. .. oq

Now, we let

J{qe=J{qtd(qo, f) +dg((jo, f,,) (22)

and examine Eqs. (19) and (20). First, it is

noticed from Eq, (20) that the effective stiffness at

the joint comes to be J{qe' K qe is the resultant

stiffness at the joint and determines the actual

responsive torque for the joint displacement.

Remembering that the stability of an elastic sys

tem is determined by the characteristics of the

stiffness matrix (mathematically. positive definite

ness), it can be stated that the stability of the joint

configuration depends on I<.qe. Although the sta

ble joint servo stiffness K; is given, therefore, the

joint configuration may not be stable if the effec

tive joint stiffness J{qe comes to be negative defi

nite because of ISOC. Second, if we servo the

joint servo stiffness according to Eq. (19), ISOC

is precompensated at the joint and the effective

stiffness at the joint will be computed as follows:

This is the same as the stiffness model proposed

by the previous works, where ISOC is not consid

ered (Salisbury, 1980; Kaneko, et. al., 1988;

(14)df = - KxJq (qo) dq
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(24)
If 11 is transformed reversely, the result conse

quently comes to be

transform (Strang. 1988). a diagonal matrix /11'

having eigenvalues as its diagonal elements IS

obtained.

(26)

(27)

(30)

Il 1,=H
T1(qH

==diag ()'1. /h, ... , ),,,)

,.11;:" ,.12;:" ···;:",.iN;:" ,.iN+I= ... =,1n=O (28)

Here, a new matrix IL, is defined with the non

-zero diagonal elements ,-1;;:"0 (N+I:O::i:O::n)

instead of zero diagonals for Eq. (27).

Ih=diag(O. O..... X'I+b .... Xn) (29)

Even if the zero eigenvalues ,1i (N + 1:0:: is; n) is

shifted to arbitrary positive values Xi the orth

ogonal matrix H remains the same. since the

matrix .L, is always orthogonal to the matrix Ill"

Thus. a new diagonal matrix 11 is defined as the

sum of /11' and il;,.

where the columns of the orthogonal matrix II
(H 1= H T

) are the eigenvectors corresponding

to the eigenvalues ,.110 ,.i2..... ,.1" of 1(q. respectively.

and
In the previous section, we presented a new

stiffness model to describe the relations between

the exerting force and the corresponding stiffnes

ses. Equation (20) offers a forward stiffness
computation model and Eq. (19) a backward
stiffness computation model, that is. a stiffness
control model. Based upon these formulation, a

stiffness control method named orthogonal stiff
ness decomposition control (OSDC) is proposed.

which provides a proper way to compensate

ISOC and specify null stiffness.

Let us suppose that the manipulator at an

initial configuration q = i/o is deflected and exerts

the end effector force f. If the joint stiffness is

servoved according to Eq. (19) such as

K,=lZ«(jo)/(x.!q(i/o) -Ll«(j,]' f)

-Llg«(jo. fa)

Kim. et. al., 1992; Yokoi, et. al., 1992). Thus, the

stiffness control problem can be treated in the

same way as the previous works. which is going

to be discussed in the next section.

3. Orthogonal Stiffness Decomposition
Control

While the intended operation of this controller

is in contact with the environment there are situa-

(Kn) T (j[Kxf,,) = () (32)

The matrix K n • which is termed as null stiff
ness, enables us to directly assign new nonzero

eigenvalues Xi (N -+-1:0:: t-: II) in the direction

perpendicular to the hyperplane in which 1('1 lies.

By adding K", the effective joint stiffness K qe

becomes positive definite but K; does not change

the resultant taskspace stiffness as it is orthogonal

to 1(". The X,'s determine the magnitude of the

stiffness controlling the null motion in the direc

tion of redundancy. which corresponds to the

remaining eigenvectors of the matrix H.
Finally. we can obtain the complete joint stiff

ness from OSDC as follows:

then. according to Eq. (22). the effective servo

stiffness at the joint will be

(25)

and it can be perceived that the stiffness model

comes to that of the previous works (Salisbury,

1980; Kaneko. et. al., 1988; Kim. et. al., 1992;

Yok oi, et. al., 1992). Now. the behavior of the

manipulator depends upon the characteristic of

K q e • but it is known to be singular in the case of

a redundant manipulator and the manipulator

servoed according to Eq. (24) cannot be stable.

Therefore. the problem comes to the derivation of

a positive definite joint servo stiffness that brings

about the specified tasks pace stiffness. In this

paper. we employ the following method (Kim. et.

aI., 1992).

We let 1('1 = f [( (jll) KxlZ (i/o) and consider the

method to include the stiffness term that makes

K q e positive definite and that is perpendicular to

1(".
If 1(" is decomposed by using the similarity

HrsH" = lZKxf" + K;

where tc,~ H!1hH
T

• Then.

J(" = f ;;Kxf 'I +s, ~. Ll (i/o. f)

-Ll,,({jo.19)

(31)

(33)
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tions where we operate o ut of contact with it. It is

therefor e necessary to add damping effect, in the

sa me way as the task sp ace st iffness is specified.

We int ro d uce the indi vid ua l joi n t d amping ! { qd E

:H">:n such as

«;
=u H diag (Al. A2' "' , x'V+l' " ' , Xll ) H T (34)

whe re a is a sca la r sca le coeffic ie nt th at deter

mines the strength of damping. Therefore, the

final form of the appl ied torque is given by the

expression

J

Fig. 2 T hree -dof redu nda nt manipul ator

Fig . 3 Schematic or three-dof red unda nt man ipu lator

sions and th e ten sion -torque rel at ion sh ip of the

co up led tendon driven system ( Hiro se, et. a l.,

1991 ) . T he co ntro llers were implemented di

sc rete ly, a nd contro l pr ogr am s were written in C

PoWnUomet...

Fig. 4 Overall system architecture
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4. Experimental Verification

r = K; ({fo- (f) +-K qd ( q o- ej )

+]ffo (35)

where qd and q are the desired and current joint

velocity, respectively.

T o examine the effect iveness o f the pr oposed

approach, several experiments were performed

using a pl anar three-dol' red und a nt man ipulat or.

4.1 Outline of experimental setup
The manipulator was config ured as a planar

three- link struc tur e and to move o n the plane

orthogonal to the gravity field as ill us trated in

Figs. 2 a nd 3, where the va lues o f I.. 12 a nd /3 a re

set 106, 65, 65mm, respectively.

The three joints were rem otely actuated via

ten dons. Six torque controlled DC servo motors

(ra ted torq ue IAN m, torque co nstant 2.1 N rn/ A,

a nd rated speed 60rpm including harmonic reduc

tion gear of 50 : I), wer e used to provide com

mar.ded tensions for the tendons. The overall

system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The hardware wa s composed of tw o 68030

based sing le board com pu te rs (Mo to ro la

MC 68030 CPU ) with floating point unit in a

YMEbus card cage. A SUN/SPARC workstat ion

was used as a ho st co m puter. It had a 0 / A

co nvert er with 16 cha nnels a nd a n A/D converter

with d iffer entia l 16 ch annel s to int er face with

senso rs . Joint posrn on s we re measured by

po tentiometers directl y attac hed a t th e joints, and

join t torques were computed by measured ten-
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Thus, the joint stiffness by OS DC became

Kq=nKx]'I+H diag(O, 0, O.045)H T

-LJ(qo,f) (38)

~. T ~

\'\ propOM."""hod ///

\ /
\boUnctary of oonftguration InatabUlty ;

V .\/
\ /
-, /
\ /

"'-.-.--?- conventlONII rMthod

1I1M(a.cond)

0."

..0.01

0."

-e,02

j 0.02

r 0.01

J

Fig. 6 Desired configuration of manipulator

,,,

,,

,
,,
,

_____ 1_

,,

Fig. 5 Minimum eigenvalues of the effective joint stiff

ness

Fig. 7 Configuration of manipulator by conventional

controller

lator was expected to be unstable.

The instability phenomena could be observed

in the results of the experiments. Figures 6, 7 and

8 show the desired configuration of the manipula

tor, the configuration of the manipulator of the

conventional controller, and that of the OS DC

during the experiments, respectively. Here, the

desired configuration represents that of minimum

(37)

(36)Kx=diag(IOO, 100) (N/m)

,.l~=0.045

4.2 Experiments
In the first experiment, the effect of ISOC was

verified. We let the tip of the manipulator brought

contact with a single axis force sensor (Bongshin

load cell, 20kgf) and a 2N bias force was given.

In this situation, the depth of contact was in

creased about 0.06m very slowly along the contact

surface of the force sensor, expecting to exert the

static contact force corresponding to the displace

ment offset similar to Fig. I. The taskspace stiff

ness was given by

language with a few 68030 assembly codes. The

programs were developed on a workstation in the

UNIX environment using a commercial realtime

software development tool called VRTX velocity

(Ready Systems Inc., 1991). The actuator level

control and stiffness control loop ran at 400Hz

and 100Hz, respectively.

To show the importance of lSOC proposed in

our stiffness model, two control methods were

applied: the one was OSDC and the other was

the controller which did not compensate ISOC.

For convenience, the latter was called the conven

tional controller because it started from the stiff

ness model of the previous works. In the experi

ments, the eigenval ue of null stiffness was set to

and that of the conventional controller was

K,=nKx]q
+If diag (0, 0, 0.045) HI (39)

Also, a was set to 0.2.
Beforehand, we computed the rmrurnum

eigenvalues of the effective joint stiffness using

Eq. (22) for the two control methods. As shown

in Fig. 5, the minimum eigenvalue of the conven

tional controller came to be less than zero. It

means that though the stable joint stiffness was
specified in the conventional control method, the

effective joint stiffness became negative definite

due to ISOC and the configuration of the manipu-
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i
I

Fig. 8 Configuration of manipulator by proposed con

troller

10 11 12 12

Ulno(_l

Fig. 9 Contact force of conventional controller

"

deflection

• 10 11 12

Ulno(HCond)

Fig. 10 Contact force of proposed controller

f
I

environment

Fig. II Schematic of experiment

the contact force was measured. The force sensor

used in the first experiment, was placed in the

taskspace parallel to the X- Y plane as shown in

Fig. II. The nominal trajectory was given as a

circular trajectory with 0.01 m radius and 0.1 Hz

period, which is low enough to neglect the inertial

(41)

potential energy. To determine the desired config

uration of the manipulator, we introduced the

following performance function

}{(q)=}(q--qo)TKq(lj-{JO) (40)

USlOg the technique proposed in (Chang,

1987), we computed the desired joint configura

tion to satisfy the constraints of the end effector

position and minimum potential energy. As illus

trated in these figures, the conventional controller

could not preserve the configuration of the manip

ulator and its configuration was far from the

desired one. With the proposed method, on the

contrary, the manipulator showed stable behavior

and aIso was close to the desired configuration

during the experiments with the proposed

method. The effect of ISOC could be apparently

perceived in the data of contact forces. The desir

ed contact force is going to be the sum of the bias

force and the force generated by stiffness such as

where ld is the desired contact force. As given in

Fig. 9, the experimental results employing the

conventional method could not track the desired

force trajectory. As showin in Fig. 10, the

proposed controller. on the other hand. exerted

the desired static force successfully.

In the second experiment, the compliance

behavior of the manipulator was tested. The

manipulator was driven along the planned trajec

tory with a given taskspace stiffness. A long the

traveling path, the manipulator was forced to

contact with the environment intentionally and
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0.145 r-=---T"---,---,----,r--=---,

20

2D11
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Uml(_)

Measured contact force of proposed control

method

.,,'-.-_-' -':-__-'- '--__..J

.1 L..__~__--,- -,-__........__---l,.

14 l'

Uml(_l

Fig. 14 Measured contact force of conventional control
method

Fig. 15

j
{:V'll'\, i

,
!

I

I
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J
+ i

direction of rotation ->

nomlnal->
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0.135
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-0.020 -0.015 -0.010 -0.006 0.000 0.006

x - poaltlon(m)

Fig. 12 Contact motion trajectory of conventional con
trol method

0.145 r-.,---r--,---..,----r--~-,

direction of rolallon ->

-0.020 -0.016 -0.010 -0.006 0.000 0.006

x- poaillon(m)

Fig. 13 Contact motion trajectory of proposed control

method

the plots of measured contact forces given in Figs.

14 and 15. The conventional control method

showed poor tracking performance of force, and

vice versa.

effect. Similar to the first experiment. two control

methods were applied: the controller compensat

ed for ISOC and the one without compensation.
The taskspace stiffness was given by

The eigenvalue of null stiffness was set to be ;b
=0.045, and the strength of damping, a, was 0.2.

The traveling paths of the end effector during the

experiments are illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13. It
could be observed that as the deflection gets

larger the manipulator controlled by the conven

tional method had difficulties keeping track of the

nominal trajectory. We noticed the similar fact in

K<=diag(400, 400) (Nyrn) (42)

5. Conclusions

A compliance control method of redundant

manipulators has been proposed. Through stiff

ness modeling, we have formulated the equations

to describe the relations between force and stiff

ness, where a new term called induced stiffness

obtained from configuration change and force
(IS0C) was introduced. ISOC can be considered

as the resultant effect of the static force expressed

in terms of stiffness. The proposed control

method based on the developed model, provides a

feasible way of controlling stiffness of redundant

manipulators. The importance of ISOC and the
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effect iveness of the proposed control method have

been confirmed by experiments.
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